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By SAM LEBLANC
NEWS EDITOR

In an email to the Student Government Association
(SGA) on Oct. 25 , Residential
Life Chair Dan Sunderland
'14 notified SGA that the Alfond Residency Forfeit Policy,
which SGA passed during the
first semester of last year, "for
all intents and purposes.. .does
not exist. "
Moreover , the orig inal wording of the policy did not exist in
its entirety in SGA documents ,
nor did Campus Life have a
copy at the time Sunderland
sent his email. Sunderland was
attempting to recreate the wording using SGA documents , his
own participation in the policy
conversations , and the Echo article on the Nov . 28 . 2012 SGA
meeting until "Mary Low Dorm
President Kylie VanBuren '15
found the initial language within her personal SGA records ,"
he wrote.
After a policy passes in SGA ,
it must then be sent lo and discussed by the appropriate bodies; in the case of the Alfond
Residency Forfeit Policy, the
College
Affairs
Committee
(CAC), the Office of Campus
Life and the Dean 's Office are
the main bodies that should
have heard of the policy. Associate Director of Campus Life

Kim Kenniston said , "Any time
SGA passes a motion ...it 's
[only J a recommendation.. ..
Campus life would have talked about [the policy] and then
made some decisions."
According to Sunderland ,
Campus Life was never consulted in the matter; thoug h
the CAC did discuss the policy, there are no records of the
committee passing it; and Dean
of Students Jim Terhune said ,
"The [SGA] president and vice
president are supposed to forward to me motions that have
been passed by the president 's
council. ... It was never forwarded lo me. "
SGA President for the '12' 13 academic year Morgan Lingar '13 said in a p hone interview , "1 just don 't know where
the disconnect is. " She said
that this past week she spoke to
the '12- ' I 3 SGA Vice President
Kareem Katil '13 and ' 1 2 - M 3
Senior Class co-Presidcnl Nick
Zeller '13 who was h e a v i l y involved in passing the policy.
"The best we could piece together is that the policy definitel y passed through SGA.. .
It never officially passed CAC
but I was under the impression
it had.. .." Lingar said. "There
was a m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g somewhere along the way. I think.. .
we were all under the impresSee ALFOND. Page 3
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Joy Ladin , David and Ruth
Guttesman Chair in Eng lish at
Stern College for Women of
Yeshiva University, became the
first openly transgender professor at an Orthodox Jewish college in 2007.
Ladin spoke to members of
the College community about
her struggle with identity and
her connection to God and Judaism in the Pugh Center on
Thursday, Oct. 31. Ladin 's talk
was the first of many transgendcr-relaled events which will
occur over the next month.
This month , known as Transgender November , focuses on
bringing p r o m i n e n t transgender
individuals to the College and
raising awareness of the challenges transgender people lace.
Ladin
acknowled ged
that
she is in a uni que position as a
transgender i n d i v i d u a l at an Orthodox J e w i s h institution. " I' m
parked at the corner ol tradition-

al religion and queer stuff ," she
said. Ladin exp lained that she is
doubl y marginalized because of
her transgender status in the Orthodox community and because
she is a reli gious member of the

Ladin explained
that in her
struggles with
her gender
identity, God
and Judaism
made her
life bearable.
transgender community. Ladin
said thai her problems in the
Orthodox c o m m u n i t y and her
struggles to connect w i t h other
transgender individuals come
from the use of gender as a defining part of one 's identity.
She argued that gender is "a
shared language " that doesn 't

"
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Local kids came 'o the Hill for a haunted house, face painting, cookie decoration, and more on Nov 2. The Halloween
Extravaganza provides a safe p lace for children to participate infestive activities and is an annual event at the College

Shorb tells his story
By TAR1NI HARD1KAR
NEWS STAFF

Last year, the College began the
tradition of holding an event called
Story Time for nominated students
to share their life experiences with
the rest of the College. Trevor Shorb
'14 delivered the second Story Time
speech of the semester Sunday, Nov.
3 in Page Commons.
Shorb began by saying, "Let me
give context to my story. I grew up

Jewish transgender professor speaks
By GRIFFIN METTO

—«^

adequately define peop le and
said she suffered from trying io
fit into the established gender
categories . When she was trying to understand her p lace in
the world , Ladin said she went
through "long and agonized
conversations w i t h God. "
As she became disconnected
from the male body she was
born with and found herself
identifying with the female
gender , Ladin found it easier to
communicate with God. "I was
sort of forcibly dissociated from
things that made it hard for [me]
to connect to God ," she said.
Ladin explained that in her
struggles w i t h her gender identity. God and Judaism made life
bearable for her . "I didn 't like
ethnic Judaism , but I really
liked the religion ," she said.
Ladin added that her vision
of God as a lonely figure helped
her feel like she had a kindred
spirit in her strugg le to understand herself and her place in
See TRANSGENDER. Page 2

in a small , wealthy town in New Jersey. I was the oldest of four siblings
and my mother stopped working to
raise us."
Shorb emphasised that lacrosse
was a major part of his life growing up; he began playing lacrosse in
eighth grade and loved the game- "I
can 't explain why I loved the game
so much. 1 just enjoyed playing it ,"
he said.
Shorb was diagnosed with Lyme
disease the summer before he came
to Colby. "I had to stop exercise and

[drinking] alcohol. No exercise and
no alcohol. That made my freshman
year quite di fferent. " he chuckled .
However, lacrosse remained an important part of his life. "Lacrosse
gives me purpose and pride in my
life. It organizes my life. 1 decided
that this was definitely something
that was important to me." he added.
He spoke about his first lacrosse
game at the College. "1 was playSee STORY TIME. Page 2
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me offensive middle. The first game
against Amherst I scored. I made it,
and 1 fell that all the hard work was
worth it. "
The next tall . Shorb began t© think
more about himself and his identity
outside of lacrosse and his experience at the College. "I drove crosscountry, started investigating life. 1
thought about life beyond Colby, beyond lacrosse. I got a lot better idea
oi what mattered in life. That year, a
teammate [Derrik Flahive '13] died.
He v. as a great lacrosse player, a great
student and played in a band. People
remembered these things about him
but mostly talked about how he did
these things: wide-eyed, passionate,
and curious. All of this made me inv estigate life [and] what life is about.
1 began to seriously reevaluate what I
felt." he said.
Shorb also spoke about his experiences traveling across the country. "'I
met a pastor m Texas. I met a prostitute in New Orleans They all told
me very different things." lie joked .
During his junior year, Shorb
spent a semester abroad in Spain. "'I
staved with a Spanish mother who
drove me crazy, "til I figured out better way s to communicate. 1 ended
up having some very meaningful
and awesome conversations w ith
her about hie. The trip expanded m>
u orld v lew." he said.
Alter Shorb returned, lie experienced a difficult case of culture shock
His first experience upon returning
was a Janl'lan course on mindfulness
which helped him deal with his feelings. "It came at a tunc of great uncertainty and helped me deal with stress
and decLsion-making. It taught me to
refrain from jud gment." Shorb said
it also helped him deal with his knee
problems and surgeries thai he needed
becauseol his lacrosse play mg
Still feeling uncertain and tired following his JanPlan, Shorb decided to
leave the College on the day before
Classes began for the spring semester.
He said, "1 was faced w ith this conflict at Colby. 1 went with the flow . I
was tired ol fi ghting the flow. I also
thought I'd be better off ' alone and dev clop myself faster "
Shorb stayed home for the month
Of February. 1 le said he had many am-

bitious plans , includin g learning programming and reading classics, that
he quickly realized he couldn 't cam
out. "That just didn 't happen. 1 ended
up watching Netflix in the basement
for the month."
Shorb continued lo describe his
time off", i went to California and...
1 met many people , spoke to them.
and asked them questions. I then
came home for my knee surgery, but
I was told 1 didn 't have to do it. At
this point , I didn 't have any friends,
because they were all in school. No
school , no lacrosse, nothing for me."
To deal with this sudden realization. Shorb said he felt like he just
wanted to jump into something. "1
needed to find that next big thing. I
came to terms with the feeling that
it would take me a while to find out
the next big thing. I learned that
you have to be open and you have
to engage and try as many things as
possible. You have to increase the
odds of making the thing happen ,"
he said.
At this point , Shorb went back
to what he called his "most comfortable " place: he chose to coach
his hig h school lacrosse team. "I
felt strong again. I found 1 was
stronger as a pari of a group when
I had responsibility. When I am
accountable to other people . 1 am
stronger," Shorb said.
After this , he went to Southeast
Asia for a month. It was a trip without plans and Shorb said he got to
' sec beautiful things, try new foods ,
new cultures and stuff'. It was living
in the moment."
After returning home from
abroad . "I was ready lo go back
to doing homework . So 1 am now
back at Colb y," he said.
Shorb ended by talking about
whai he had learned from all his experiences. He advised: "Ask good
questions. There are so many cool
peop le. There are so many aw esome questions to be asked. We all
love being into something—so let 's
find those tilings everyone is into ,
and then ask them about the story
and context and share them. I have
been thinking.. .too much. Just do
it. just do stuff. Enjoy those random
every day conversations. I didn 't really find answers to many of the
questions I am looking for... I have
found myself in the sense that I have
stopped looking. "

From PROFESSOR, Page 1

the world.
While Ladin acknowled ges
that the Torah sees her as "abhorrent " for her gender identity,
she takes even this recognition
as a positive indication of her
connection lo God. "You don 't
abhor people who are far away. "
she noted.
In Ladin 's view , her gender
transition has helped her not
only in terms of reli gion, but
also in her work as a professor. Ladin 's students are all
female and she has found it
easier to relate to them in her
new identity. She explained
that students ' conversations
no longer stop when she walks
in the room , and her students
seem more comfortable speaking around her.
Despite this progress , Ladin
has faced a number of new chal-

lenges since her transition. "1
have not been able to live with
my children ," she said. Ladin

In Ladin 's
view, her gender transition
has helped
her not only in
terms if religion, but also
in her work as
a professor.
also lost her best friend and her
marriage after she came out as
a woman.
Ladin added that although
many people turned their backs
on her , her mother remained

supportive. Her mother said ,
"Whatever you look like , you 'll
always be my child. "
While she is still working
to find herself and establish
her identity, support from her
mother and new friends helped
Ladin survive her transition.
Ladin had once been "p l a n n i n g
to die " and seemed hopeless
about the prospect of finding a
new identity, but she expressed
that she has recently become
more confident and satisfied
with herself.
Overall , Ladin explained that
she has strengthened her connection to God and Judaism ,
while interpreting her faith in
the context of the person she is
now. Through the help of her
faith , friends and family members like her mother , she said
she has evolved from an insecure individual who was not
true to herself to one living the
life that feels right to her.
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Joy Ladin. the fust openly transsettderprofessor
at an Orthodox Jewish institution., come to the College on Thursday Oct 31
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Going Green
A bi-weekly environmental column
By Taylor Schlichting
As part of its efforts to be one of the most environmentallyaware schools in the New England
Snian OJB^ AtW«^Cfltfference (NESCAQ,the
Collegeftces the challenge of accommodatingthe
dining needsof over 2,000studentsin a sustainable
manner.In order to combat the negative environmental effects of factoryfanning, Kathy Lochiatto,
manager of Dana Dining Hall, is attempting to
choose local productswith which to preparemeals.
There are many local farms around here," Lochiatto said. A few of the local foods served in the
dining halls include tofii from Belfast, Gifford's ice
cream, Maine shellfish, fresh apples from The Apple Farm, produce from Lakeside Farmand cheese
from Rneland Farmsof New Gloucester.
While Dana works to incorporate as many local
meats into meals as possible, the reality is mat the
production at local farms is simply not enough to
cover what the dining hall requires to feed the student body.If we do Local Mondays, we pre-orderall
our meats from local farms, sothey have time to get
the amount that we need, tryingto get it on a daily
basis is just way too much The farms around here
could not keep up," Lochiatto explained. "We'd be
wiping them out weekly." As a result, Dana brings
in the majority of its meat from non-local sources.
While the Collegedoesreceive a portion of its produce from the College's organic garden, Lochiatto
said that there needs to be an increase in student
, involvement with the garden to make it more effective "I know the studentsdo get out there," she
said, "but we only had three studentsmat worked
the farm thisyear,and it'sa prettybigfarm.There's
not a lot of people who want to go out thereand
helpout,*
Whilethe Colfege has madeprogreas
m dining
hall sustainaMhtyTwhiattoi^
t^
cat food poaesa nearly impossible
challenge.Dana
DhuBglMli&
.i<^i!ing''to'W^»e «***#* options, but it haanot beenable to overcomethe challenge*of trying to serve local productsin a system
basedon impcirtingfoodfrom far away. -

WANT TO EDIT?
The News section of the Echo is now
hiring an Assistant Editor. The position
offers the possiblity of fast
advancement. Strong editing skills but no
further experience required.
Please contact
Sam LeBlanc at sleblanc@colby.edu
for more information.

Alfond vandalism policy resurfaces
From SGA, Page 1
sion that SGA passing [the policy] would be sufficient."
Terhune explained that SGA
passing a policy is not enough
for it to become a mandated
policy that the Administration
supports. "The SGA can vote
on things , pass motions and request that we consider [policies]
and very often we will... But the
bottom line is SGA can 't mandate that a policy change whereas the Administration can."
Zeller wrote the original
wording of the policy and
played an active role in getting the policy passed w i t h i n
SGA. He attended both of the
CAC meetings during which
the Committee discussed the
policy (which were Oct. 22 and
29 , 2012), but there is no record that CAC officially passed
the policy. "There were two
problems , both of which probably rest on my shoulders ,"
Zeller wrote in an email. "The
first one was that 1—perhaps
naively—thought
that
once
something went through all the
appropriate channels to successfully pass , it would sort of
automatically be acted upon by
those responsible for administering it. On the other hand , 1

d e f i n i t e l y dropped that ball on
following up after passage. I
think I had a meeting or two in
Campus Life , but that 's as far
as it went. I regret that I didn 't
do more ."
As for the current SGA, coPresident Cole Yaverbaum '14
said, "My biggest comment on it
is that it 's ridiculous; it 's not acceptable that we passed this policy and never followed through
on it. And while I was [abroad
during the semester the policy
was passed]... every member
[of SGA] is responsible and that
includes me.... It 's totally unaccountable on SGA's part and
something we can 't be doing
if we 're talking about accountability.... It reall y is a larger
issue.... How do we create a
culture that follows through on
things they care about?"
Regarding how SGA plans to
avoid similar mistakes in the future, Yaverbaum said . "It 's just
a matter of following through.
It 's really simple....That 's w h y
it 's just embarrassing, it 's not
any tough feal to pass on what
SGA does in a meeting to the
Administration. "
During the Housing and Facilities Advisory Committee 's
(HFAC) meeting on Nov. 4, the
committee discussed the nuances
of the policy and a representative vvill suggest modifications

to SGA at its next formal meeting Sunday, Nov. 10. SGA will
debate the original policy and
HFAC'S version. "The modified
version has a few clarifications
and suggestions that HFAC came
up with ," Sunderland said. "SGA
can either reject the policy as a
whole, reaffirm the old one , accept the modified version , or do
further amendments."
"What passes will then go to
Campus Life and then Campus
Life will talk about [the policy]
and then it will go from there ,"
Kenniston said. "Most everything regarding housing and
room draw that SGA and HFAC
have discussed. Campus Life has
passed. If [a policy] makes sense,
we ' re going to go ahead and [approve it] ,...At the end of the day.
I want people to say the process
was fair....As long as [a policy]
makes sense to the process , I' m
all for things like [the Alfond
Residency Forfeit Policy]. "
Terhune expressed similar
sentiments regarding passing
the policy: "If this is the direction SGA wants to go, we're
happy to comply.. .. We ' re always going to share our opinion
with [SGA]... but this [policy]
affects students in a way that
it doesn 't affect the rest of us
So for the most part , we 're
w i l l i n g to enforce what the SGA
would like us to enforce. "

One million books,
three hundred
million pages,
and six billion
sentences.
That's what you'd have to search
through to find an answer in Miller.
Fortunately, a librarian can show
you where to start.

Jk

The Colby College Libraries

Blxler ¦ Miller - Olln ¦ Special Collections

Curricular Gallery fosters intellectual curiosity
By GRACE BALDWIN
FEATURES EDITOR

The Davis Curricular Galley, a section of the Colby College Museum of
Art, is being used as a supplemental
element for five classes currently being taught at die College. The gallery
is in line with the Museum 's overall
mission to be a primary teaching resource for students at the College, as
well as lo facilitate intellectual engagement on campus.

The collection is titled "Teaching
with the Museum," and consists of
a variety of works that will change
each semester. The current installation supports courses in the departments of art, French, Italian and philosophy. Some of the courses are tied
to the 2013-14 Humanities department theme, "Censorship Uncovered." The department picks a different theme each year as a focal point
to guide discussion and coursework.
The Landay TeachingGallery is another way m which the Museum has
been serving as a resource for profes-

COURTESY »" CATHERINE W3J_KER RW

LaurenLessingworks withprofessorsto select artworkf o rthe Curricular Gallery.

sors. In the Landay Gallery, faculty can "We had some issues getting the label
request a piece or multiple pieces of art- for the gallery,so the collection was up
work for one day, during which they are for a weekwith no explanation of how
able to teach their class in the gallery, the artwork tied together," Lessingsaid.
which has wire racks for art and other Although puzzling to visitors, Lessing
necessary teaching materials such as a found it interesting to see people's reactions as they attempted to find a convideo monitor.
Mirken Curatorof Education Lauren nectingthreadbetweenthe pieces.
Lessing loves her position in the
Lessing works with the faculty to help
them select which artwork they want Museumbecause it allows her to work
to showcase in the Curricular Gallery as a curator, but also be involved in
as well as in the Landay Gallery. "[Un- teaching. Lessing, who holds a Ph.D.
like the Landay Gallery] the Curricular in History of Art, uses her expertise to
Gallery allows the facilitation of a long help professors, which ends up being
term project and working intensively an extremely collaborative experience
as the professors bring their expertise
with specific pieces of art."
The Museum is still working out and interest into examining and underexactly how to decide what is put in standing the art.
Lessing is currently co-teaching a
the Curricular Gallery. Currently half
the gallery space is allocated to the art class with Visiting Assistant Professor
department, and the rest is dedicated to of American Studies Jennifer Le Zotte.
courses under the department theme. "It is really exciting for me because [Le
"We understand that because the gal- Zotte] has a lot of information about hislery supports a range of disciplines the tory of dress, and so she brings great incollection will be diverse, but it is also sight into understanding what the clothexciting the unexpected harmonies that ing in a piece of art signifies about social
positions in the decade," Lessing said.
are found," Lessing said.
Lessing has also enjoyed working
The gallery highlights the Museum "s mission to the general public with the professorsas a means of exby being a space that is designated for ploring the various works of the colleclearning and thoughtful pondering. tions, some of which are less likely to be
"[The gallery] is a nice face to turn on display if not for the courses they are
to our visitors and I've really enjoyed supplementing."I reallylove that works
people 's reaction to the installation," that have never beenon view or haven't
in a while and have been hanging on
Lessingsaid.
Lessing recalled when an "aggres- racks in storage are put on display. It really reflectsthe Museum looking at how
a
teacher
from
sively confused" visitor,
Gotham, Maine, sent a letter to the we can support a certain idea and helps
Museum remarking on his puzzlement the College to explore and understand
at the juxtaposition of works of art by what we have in the collection," LessAfrican-American artists with provoca- ing said.
Lessing uses a computer database
tive piecesfor Professorof History Elizabeth Leonard's "Sex and Art" class. of the College's collection of art to find

piecesthat could be used by professors.
She then sends roughly 50-70 pieces
of art to the professors, who work with
Lessing to narrow down which pieces
they think are most in line with their
course. Lessing then takes the professors into storage to see the piecesof art
in person.
Coming to the College, Lessing was
excited to be a part of the Museum's
efforts to enhance course material and
start conversations among students
and faculty regarding the art. "Our
overarching goal is that the artworks
will become focal points of conversations whereby connecting all different
people all in the spirit of intellectual
questioning," she said.
The Museum is currently looking
to hire another postdoctoral individual who could come to help with the
academic program and, like Lessing,
would serve as another liaison between the faculty and the collection.
"This will allow us to do things like
creating workshops for professors to
shows them ways then can use objects
in leaching and finding laboratory
spaces that can enhance learning,"
Lessing said.
In addition, the Museum is also talking to Bowdoin College as a means of
increasing collection sharing; already
the Museum has several pieces on loan
from Bowdoin.
The prospects are exciting for the
continued use of the Museum as a
supplemental enhancement for students to spark a perpetualseeking of
new knowledge and understanding.
Lessing has become a greatasset to the
College in sharing her expertise with
the faculty,students and die Museum.

Nurse Holly brings expertise and enthusiasm
By MICHAEL JENKINS
NEWS STAFF

Holly Weidner has proudly served
Colby in the Garrison-Foster Health
Center since 2011. Her unique medical
experiences, qualifications, various interests and warm personality combine
to make her an excellent resource for
the entire Colby community.
After receiving her Bachelor of Arts
in Biology from Cornell Univereity,
Weidner earned her Masters in nursing
at Pace University. Additionally, she is
certified as a Family Nurse Practitioner
(FNP) and Physician Assistant (PA-C).
"You've got lo know your passions
and interests." Weidner said of pursuing a career in the medical field. "Do
you want a school that will prepare
you for an urban or rural environment'.'
Primary care or research? Choose
carefully and pick a challenge because
you 'll be spending a lot of time with
whatever you choose."
It was important to Weidner to be
certified as a Family Nurse Practitioner, because she enjoys the oneon-one work a primary care provider
gives. Upon completing her educauon she accepted a position at Maine
Dartmouth Family Medicine Residency in Augusta, Maine. "It 's a special privilege to watch people, entire

families, grow, get healthy and live
happy lives," Weidner said of her impressive 35 years as a facultymember
to family medicine residentswith the
program. She explained that 80 percent of her time in Augustawas spent
working directly with patients while
she used the remaining 20 percent to
train medical students, both tasks she
thoroughly enjoyed.
In the late 1990's the practitioner
felt the urge for what she describes
as, "a bit of adventure." Her move to
Esteli, Nicaragua provided that and
a whole lot more. "That exposure to
new world views forced me to grow
up quite a bit... It was like taking
history, social science and language
courses every day," Weidner said.
Her five years of volunteer work
helped to build an emerging public
health system in the country. She focused on the detection and treatment
of cervical cancer, the leading cause
of death from cancer among women
in third world countries. She recalls
feeling exceedingly welcomed in the
very poor country, which was looking
for any assistance possible. She later
went back with her daughter to volunteer in Nicaragua for an additional
four months.
Weidner's move to the central
Maine area was motivated—as many
of ours may have been—by a value

for small, local communities. She
thoroughly enjoys volunteering in
her hometown of Vassalboro, Maine
as a member of the Grange Hall.
"We've developed annual farmers markets, a public kitchen space,
and other community oriented programs," Weidner explained.
As a member of her town's Conservation Commission, Weidner
helped to recognize the value of and
secure plans for the construction of
an extensive sidewalk system. "You
need to preserve the local, you cannot
become a suburb!" Weidner warned.
Inspired by visits to Maine towns with
large public bicycle paths, Weidner is
now seeking to develop a trail system
for horseback riding in her town.
Also important to the committed
community member is her involvement in a Quaker Committee, in
which she volunteers as a Sunday
school teacher.
Weidner is very pleased with her
decision to come lo the College.
"The staff in the Garrison-Foster
Health Center is amazing; they are
absolutely dedicated to helping
students," Weidner explained. She
encourages students to take advantage of the friendly staff and many
free services. "Because so many
students here are from targe cities
where they arc often sent to special-

ists, they are unaware of how much
we can help them in-house." Weidner also values the coordination of
the Health Center, counseling and
Athletic Training facilities, efficiency not enjoyed elsewhere.
The Health Center is open Mon.Fri: 8ajn.-8p.m., Sat-Sun.: 12p.m.-

8p.m. Call (207) 859-4460 or walk
in to schedule an appointment Counseling hours run Mon.-Fn 8 30am4:30pm. Appointments can be made
using the "Counseling" tab in your
myColby account Call (207) 8595911 to reach an on-call counselor in
an emergency.

COURTESYOFCATHERINE WALKER JACKS

Nurse Holly Weidner began workingat the Garrison-FosterHealthCenter in 20/1

Mr. and Mrs. November
Zach Eslami '15
It 's November. Halloween is
o\er. The days are getting shorter
and you 're feeling a bit down.
You 're missing something, but
you don 't know what. You know
Thanksgiving is coming, but you
don 't know what you should be
thankful for.
Why, Zach Eslami of course.
Standing at roug hly
five
feel eleven inches , with a bod y
mass index of approximatel y
1.2876556354
percent , many
mistake Zach for a less-adventurous Harrison Ford. At a recent
speed dating event , Zach was
able to play his date "Mo/art 's
Symphony No. 6" on his classical guitar, explain Rafael Nadal' s
COURTESY OF ZACH ESLAM
tennis dynasty and rectif y quanJunior Zach Eslami is a member of the men s tennis team at the college
tum mechanics and general rela-

Emma Reuland '16
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Emma Reuhmd is known throughoutcampus f o rhersoulfulJazzsingingvoice

Who 's thai long-legged blonde
CA strutting her Stuff across campus? Kmma Reuland. that 's who .
Fmma turns heads everywhere
she goes , which is not surprising.
cause this girl is a bailer.
Born and raised in N Y C
Emma epitomizes funky fresh.
A lover of e v e n thing from
Earth , Wind and Fire to Ella
l it/gerald (sprinkle in a little
CHVRCHES and Two Door
Cinema Club). Emma dances
to her o w n boom-boom , w h i c h
is evidenced b y her lo\e of impromptu dance-offs on Friday
and Saturday nights . Also a
lover of cinema. Fmma w o r k s
on film projects all over campus

tivity... all in 15 seconds .
On an average weekend, he 'll
be out of bed by 6:30 a.m. and
on the lennis courts by 6:39 . In a
recent issue of Seventeen Magazine. Zach' s serve was described
as "aggressive, yet gentle ," while
his backhand was said to be "passionate , yet delicate... It would
definitely call you the nexl morning." His tennis career recently
blossomed like an early spring
flower with endorsements from
Wilson Tennis Rackets , Sketchers
and Jokas ' Discount Liquor.
Alone in his room with the
li ghts off, Zach begins his Saturday evenings writing 10-12
Colby Confessions about himself
—if he gets more than two likes ,
he knows it 's going to be a great
night. Post-confession , he ices

himself four times and heads out
to hit the town. Zach' s Saturday
nights are usually described as
"epic ," "mildl y disappointing. "
"epically
disappointing " and ,
almost always , "ruggedl y goodlooking. " Unfortunately, far too
many of them end prematurely.
Over
llallowcckend
Zach
tilled two iPhones full of numbers. Needless to say, the man has
forgotten more phone numbers
than you 've known in your entire
life. If you want to spend Thanksgiving with a real man with real
feelings , Zach can be reached at
1-207-GET-INLINE.

like an upcoming student-made
film
"For Lucy " (shameless
plug). Emma will drop basically a n y t h i n g for a good nun ie
scsh (popcorn included becaus e
"that 's the only way to get the
film experience ")
Despite her intense love lor
Frve boots and ja// clubs , Emma
insists thai she is "rugged" and
"outdoorsy. " That ' s vvhv she
wants a Jeep. Thoug h she isn 't
as Maine woodsy as she sees herself , the chick hangs rural loug h
for a Brookl yn beaut. Everything
she does outside falls under the
realm ol "so sporty spice. " Which
apparently is a thing.
An english major With a double
minor in Italian and art . Envnva

knows how to get down w i t h the
hipsters , both domestic and foreign. She plans to stud y abroad
lor the year beginning in Italy
and ending in London. Makes
sense ' cause she hails from a
half-Italian, half-Eng lish family
What a worldly belch, a m i n t e ''
Her love of dinner parties and
cooking probabl y comes from her
Sicilian roots .
Emma is perfectl y willing to
procrastinate at all times and ,
though she is in a relationship ,
adores making new friends. Feel
free to go up to her and ask her
about a Gumby story , .she loves
that one.

-Written by Drew Kcilv IS.
Ryan Cole 15.
Elizabeth Helen Brehman 7 5.
and John Tortoreffo 15
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African Society mentors and informs

like a miniature department that can
he a point of reference in things conBy OLIVIAAINSWORTH
cerning Africa. We try to engage with
NEWS STAFF
students who are studying abroad in
African countries in order to provide
Of the many clubs on campus, the help whenever it is needed. "
Colby African Society is unique in its
Relying primarily on word of
eftbrt to create a forum for discussion mouth to spa'ad ibe awareness of the
and a comfortable space where stu- club creates a more personal atmodents can spread their knowledge of sphere, which is exactl y what the club
and experience w iih African cultures.
aims to do. Posters and emails are also
The goal of the club is to spread in- used to help spread the w ord about the
formation and stones about the v ari- club and their ev ents.
ous cultures within Africa through
Attendance to the club's events
students * firsthand experiences in an is fluid and not stringentl y enforced ,
informal and inviting setting. Those but there is a group of five elected ofwho have stones to tell about living
ficials who help run the official events
in or visiling Africa or those who sim- of the club , while taking in the input
ply want to know more about African of members.
cultures are invited to participate in
Since its founding five years ago. the
the club.
Colby African Society has been faced
Emphasis on the informal environ- with a relatively well-educated and acment creates a relaxed place where stu- cepting community of students, but
dents feel comfortable enough to voice many students lack the experience of
their v lews , questions and experiences. theAfrican continent and arc influenced
The fostered belief that all life origi- by unflattering media portrayal.
nated in Africa creates an environment
The club primarily stniggles w ith the
that welcomes anyone willing to join.
media portrayal of African culture and
The club also play s a larger, men- the continent itself and how thai porlor-like role for students. Thabiso trayal has influenced the general view
Kunene 'Is co-president of the club. of Africa. Kunene comments
, "We wish
says, "Since there is no African stud- to ensure that the first tiling that comes
ies department at Colby, we try' (o pel, to sornecne/smind when they, thipk of

COLRItSY Of CAIHEHiM I.VAIKFP IACK5

Tlte Colby African Societymakes sun- to reach out to all students stoth tng ahnxid in Africa to <>ffcr themanv a */\icci»- n-souncs
Africa should not be to join the Peace African Cultural Show on Nov. 1? Colby African Club is developing a
Corps and save mountain guerrillas in in Given Auditorium at 7 p.m. This program in which those anonymous
the Congo. We wish Colby students show includes poetry, music, dance questions will be answered pnvatelv
could understand that theAfrican com- and an African Fashion Show rev oh - or publicl y, depending on the asker 's
munity has also produced Nobel Prize ing around the many aspects of Afri- wishes . Through the creation of this
Laureatesand also sent a man lo space. " can culture.
program , the club hopes that all
This club wants to start by changing
Hie Colby African Society will also questions people have, especiall y
"
Colby students perspectives on Africa showcase some traditional African cui- ones that could be offensive , will be
and opening students ' horizons by al- sines tu the Animal International Food answered to combat ignorance and
lowing those who have firsthand expe- Festival on Nov. 10. featuring (bod prov ide insight into African culture
riences in Africa to share their stories made by Colby students.
I be club meets for dinner at 6 p.m.
.aid all lliey know .
For those with questions about
every fhursday in the lairchild Room
The biggest event sponsored by ihe African culture who are not comin Dana, which serves as a (brum lor
Colby Afri can Society this y ear is the fortable voicing them in public . discussion and traditional storytelling

BUSTING THE COLBY BUBBLE

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS:
Come closing time at Goodwill last Thursday evening, the shelves
and racks were pretty bare Witch hats gone, clown noses nowhere to be
seen. Worst of all. the seemingly-ironic turtleneck section was entirely
picked over.
Goodwill is .1 national establishment come Halloween lime (and the
store embraces us role as such), and this becomes onl y more true in college towns like Waterville Colb y students depend heavily on the thrift
store, and you could find them by the do/en las! Thursday, gleefull y rummaging around searching for inspiration and rainbow muumuus
There 's nothing wrong with shopping for Halloween gelups at Goodwill There absolutely can be something wrong, however , with the way we
go about it.
Believe it or not. Goodwill doesn 't make its money selling theme party
garb to college students The vast majority of its business comes from
regular peop le for whom buying their day-to-day clothing at thrift stores
is a responsible (and sometimes necessary ) financial decision Flippant
derision of the available options and chortling at the (seeming ly nominal)
prices and eclectic assortment of clothing from decades past belie an unfortunate truth aboul Colb y students: we often have no idea of the extent
of our privilege and how it makes us look in the eyes of the Waterville
community We ' re doing nothing to improve our spoiled-brat image if we
show callous ignorance at the lives of others.
Consider the term "Waterv illian. " It 's an innocent term by which no one
means any real harm , but it 's undeniabl y indicative of the way that we
see the community. Colb y views Waterville residents as another category
of individual: to use term s familiar to social justice discourse , Colb y continuousl y Others locals. For many of us . the first identifier we were given
lor Waterville , even on our campus lours , is "lower-income. " Rig ht off the
bal. we 're told thai our presence is what keeps this little ol' former mill
town afloat. Half the time , visitors to Colb y don 't even realize that the
town extends beyond the fast food nation of Kenned y Memorial Drive.
When it comes to downtown , we have more to say about the rotating locations of bar nig hts than local events that engage the community, like
Harvest Fest or openings at Common Street Gallery.
Waterville is certainl y doesn 't maintain the level of affluence that Colb y
does , but lhat certainl y doesn 't mean that we have to make them a constant
punchline, or an adjective that leaves something to be desired. It 's important to remember that while this is our home , it was theirs first.
To tolerate Waterville residents is not near enoug h; understanding the
vsiiys thai our tiiUereive.es uwite us in humanity tathei than casting us apart
is vital.
- Julianna Haubner "14

- Tim Badmmgton '14
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Evaluatin g the first-year exp erience

Colby Confession #1245 reads
as follows: "It 's November but
I' m still reall y homesick...! feel
like 1 don 't have any friends here
yet and I' m lonely. ..any advice
from upperclassmen?"
Colby: the little city on the hill
in middle-of-nowhere Waterville,
Maine. Doesn 't sound like much,
but to those who know it , it 's a place
full of excitement, comfort and surprises. It 's also a place full of myths
lhat need to be busted. This new
column is going to address a different Colby myth every other week
and discuss how we as a community
can w ork to bust it together.
The first issue I want to talk about
hits very close to home: "the first-year
year" myth. Upon entering college,
everyone is so excited to be away
from their parents and start fresh thai
no one realizes how much of a transition it 's going to be. I can say from
experience that I was not prepared at
all for what lay ahead of me. Yes, I
absolutel y loved being at college. It
was great to find a new set of friends,
take classes I was interested in and get
involved in new activities and clubs.
I was fine—in fact, I was great—for
the first six weeks of school . Until
Fall Break, that is.
Coming back from Fall Break and
for many months afterward, I had what
I now call an "adjustment reaction." 1
won 't go into too many details here,
but let's just say that there were a lot
of tears, weekends spent at home and
a lot of time spent with a never-ending
pit in my stomach. Those of you read-

ing tins who knew me last year can
attest tiiat I am underplaying this by
a long shot. But my personal experience isn't what's important. It 's what I
learned from my first year dial I want
to share with you all in this piece.
I don't mean to scare anyone, especially first-years, by telling you
about my difficult times last year. It 's
different for everyone. Some people
never even feel it while for some
it's die only thing they can focus on.
What I'm here to tell you is that all
of your feelings, even if they're scary
or contusing, are normal. College is a
transition. It can be fun at times and
it can be hard others. Don't feel like
you have to love Colby right away or
even all the time. I know that all your
friends from high school are posting
pictures on Facebook that show how
much fun they 're having, but most
likely, so are you. That doesn't mean
they 're having a great time; it just
means they want everyone to think
they are. For all you know, they 're
running to the bathroom crying because they miss home right after that
p icture is taken. I understand that
it 's an overwhelming feeling when
someone asks you, "How do you
like school?" I always felt like I had
to gush over how much I was in love
with it. There 's definitely a stigma
against those who aren 't in love with
college. Don't let it faze you. Be honest if you can; lying doesn 't help anyone, especially yourself.
1 got lucky and lived m a Hillside dorm last year (shout out to
all my first-year dorm biddies!),
which meant that I got to live with
all of my friends. But what I didn 't
realize was that I needed to branch
out and meet other people while
still keeping my dorm friends as
my solid group that I could always trust. If you 're not as lucky

and don ' t find friends on the first
day or even the first month , don 't
worry; it 's not reasonable to think
that you 'll find your best friends on
Day One. So, if you meet people
that you kind of like and have a
good time with , but you 're not
sure if you want to keep hanging
out with them, don 't just settle for
them because they 're the first people you found and it seems like everyone else has their group already.
Chances are that at least one person in every "friend group" feels
the same way you do. So, although
it may sound cheesy, talk to people
in your classes, in your clubs and
that random person you see everyday on the way to class and always
wanted to say hi to but never did.
They may not become your best
friends, or even a friend , but at
least you 're pushing yourself out
of your comfort zone, something
that is extremely hard to do at a
place like Colby where everything
seems to be perfect all the time.
So, what can we take from the
"freshman year myth?" A couple
things: don 't worry if you're homesick or not loving college right away.
It 's normal and completely okay. If
it 's too much for you to handle, that 's
what the school counselors are there
for. Rely on your friends, upperclassmen, COOT parents and anyone that
you can get your hands on whom you
trust. Don 't worry about making your
best friends right away. It will happen
with time, and I promise you that it
will happen eventually. A word of advice: don 't set your expectations too
high. In fact, set them lower than you
think you need to so that Colby will
meet and/or exceed these expectations. Be patient, be smart and have as
much fun as you can, freshman. You
Only Freshman Once. #YOFO

Actually, I struggle with several.
I'd like to think that these experiences have empowered me, but it
is actuall y the support offered along
my journey lhat has truly given me
strength. I am lucky to have a mother
who tries to understand my menial
health differences and who always
found me the support that 1 needed.
At the age of eight, I started seeing a
psychologist to help me process my
parents ' divorce. Since then , I have
regularly attended weekl y therapy
sessions to deal with the symptoms
of mental health disorders. By the
time I entered high school, I felt
comfortable enough sharing my experiences witli close friends , but the
sti gma surrounding mental health
disorders prevented me Irom telling
others. I taught myself how to play
guitar, so I started turning my poetry
into song lyrics. During sophomore
year of hi gh school . I finally wrote a
song about my experience with depression . When 1 sang it to my mom .

That was the moment when I first
felt empowered: when 1 realized that
I felt strong enough to share my experiences with others, strong enough
to be vulnerable. During junior year,
my local library announced the
theme of its annual poetry contest:
life's challenges. I entered my song
about depression and sang it in front
of peers, teachers and strangers at the
spring poetry performance. Not only
were others willing to listen , they
wanted to listen.
When I entered Colby College as
a first-year, I immediately sought out
w eekly sessions with a counselor at
the I leallli Center. Patti Newman
quickly became the anchor of my first
three years at Colby. When my email
to her bounced back over the summer,
1 panicked because I was unaware
that she had retired during my semester abroad. Thankfully,every counselor at the health center is fantastic, so
the adjustment was not as difficult as
I had anticipated. In addition , Joe Atkins has always supported me when I
needed hel p at Colby. Tarja Raag has
been my all y, even in times when I
felt that no one else was truly on my
side; her support has significantly empowered me. I am forever grateful for
anyone who has supported me along

to me when I needed to talk. Thank
you for giving me a hug when 1 needed one. Thank you for finding tissues
when I needed to dry my tears. I hope
that you know your impact.
My struggles with different mental health disorders definitely influenced who 1 am today. However,
these mental health disorders are not
who I am, I do not see them as my
weaknesses. Instead , I see them as
my strengths because dealing with
mental health disorders requires a
great deal of mental strength. I often remind myself of Dumbledorc 's
wise quote, "Happiness can be
found , even in the darkest of limes,
if one only remembers to turn on the
light." To anyone who suffers from
a mental health disorder at Colby
College, I hope you know that there
are resources here to help you along
your journey too. Friends, professors, counselors—they can all be
your "light." If you are in the "darkness" right now, know lhat life can
get better. That life will get better.
And that you are not alone.
Share your story. Submit a narrative to aplongft. colby edu or
mailbox 6630 by Nov. 9. Mental
Health Narratives will take place
tin Monday, Nov. 11 at 7 p.m. in

I struggle with a Mental Health Disorder
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THIS GRAND FICTION

Though chang'd in outward lustre

CLASH!

Sometimes things just don 't
go quite right. As smooth as
filming your television show
on a college campus can be, not
everything will always go off
without a hitch. For instance, I
planned an itinerary of awesome
Colby events for a visiting friend
a few weeks in advance , but we
ended up missing Great Hall
Night on Halloween because of a
random combination of a stolen
umbrella , pouring rain and a late
bus. Another friend completely
missed an epic conflict that had
been building between several
key members of the supporting
cast because he totally browned
out while the drama played out
not 10 feet away from him on the
threshold of Club Viper.
Such things are irksome because they make for a more
dull reality: instead of hitting
up Great Hall Night , we trundled through the downpour and
chewed some dry chicken in
Bob' s; instead of being witness
to a crucial apex of a confrontation seasons in the making, my
buddy smoked a cigarette , oblivious to the world around him.
These things reall y don 't fit
very well into the narrative.
It 's certainly okay for you , as
the protagonist of your show, to
have a mundane moment doing
an everyday activity where nothing special happens. But such
moments need to flesh out your
character in some way. Washing your hands in the bathroom
can segue directly into a powerful mirror shot where your character contemplates their own
mortality. Or if it 's not overtly
everyday
profound , random
stuff should be absurd: p laying
idly with a pocketknife turns
into inadvertently breaching and
then shotgunning half a Rolling
Rock. But the times when events
simply don 't play out the way
they ought lo? That 's when you
break out the Retcon.
Allow me to don the hat of
Captain Exposition here for a
short while. Retcon is an abbreviated version of "Retroactive
Continuity. " Retcons are used in
modern fiction to keep the world
and characters consistent and in

tune w i t h each other so that there
aren 't weird plot holes and random distracting stuff. A simple
examp le is the character of Boba
Fett in the Star Wars universe.
Assorted fiction in the 90"s described Boba Fett 's history as
an ex-cop turned bounty hunter
whose real name was Jaster Mereel. When George Lucas decided
to make Boba Fett a 10-ycarold clone in his much-derided
prequcl trilogy, the Lucasfilm
officials had to Retcon "Jaster
Meree!" to be an alias based on
an entirely different character in
order to keep that fictional universe consistent.
Retcons in your fictional universe can be about consistency,
but they are more often about
adjusting recent events to make
for better TV. When talking with
your main cast about the events
of a wild weekend , Retcons are
extremely handy for crafting a
more narratively satisfying version of the past. But be advised when editing the footage you 've
experienced , your life ceases to
be a piece of cinema verite.
Now you walk the knife 's
edge. Retconning can quickly
bleed into rampant exaggeration ,
which is to be avoided at all
costs; you want to maintain the
audience 's suspension of disbelief. Saying you downed a handle of vodka , smashed through
a Hillside window on a dare and
then hooked up with the hottest
character on your show would
be far too unbelievable. A Retcon simp ly tweaks reality gently
enough to still be p lausible , but
significantly enough to make it
more entertaining. They work
best not by directly changing reality, but by reordering it in order to tighten up narrative links.
Ultimately, the mechanics of
a Retcon are less important than
what you are actually Retconning into existence. When you
wax nostalgic on the events of
a crazy night , stop and consider
for a second why you want things
to be this way. Once you have
examined , edited and recut the
footage of your memories , you
can see what it is you 've been
trying to achieve. But is it what
you really want?
...Fh , doesn 't matter. Father
way, it makes for a better show .
We can agree: life is a TV
show-but is it ONL Y a TV
show? Find out next time, on
This Grand Fiction

A friend recently asked me to define the "average Colby student." I
was unable to provide a satisfactory
answer; I' ve always felt that there 's
some sort of Colby mainstream, but
when asked to put it into words, I
found that pinpointing that center was
difficult. There's a lot of superficial
stuff you could point to: Polo shirts,
Bean boots, salmon colored shorts,
etc. But these are just shells, really.
A group of people can dress the same
way while still hosting a variety of interest and personality.
The easy answer to this question
would be some sort of athlete. But
there isn't really a basic athlete archetype at Colby, at least not when
you think about it in depth. Because
none of Colby's teams really stand out
ahead of the rest, none of them cometo dominate the culture. Furthermore,
none of these teams are homogeneous.
When 1 first came to Colby, lots of
people told me to avoid the hockey

As a guy who grew up on Kraft
sing les and I'oll y-O moz/arella
sticks , I never knew what a rind
was. My first exposure to them
made for a bizarre experience.

hardened cheese. But there is
much more to it than that. It basically acts as a teabag; it is home
lo robust flavors that trickle into
the cheese as it ages.
There arc many kinds of rinds.
Here are few that you 've probabl y seen before. Fresh (no rind) .
Bloomy {PencilUum or gcotrigum
rind). Washed (red and stinky).
Natural (whatever grows on it
grows), Alpine (hard and clean)

most distinct types.
Bloomy rinds come from cultunng
mild cheese with i'enecillium Candidum (white mold)
or
Geotngum
candidum (brainy
mold).
These
molds require patting down as they
develop tin the rind
so that they Ibmi
a nice crcanilinc

Contested Terrain, Conflicting Interests
November 13th | 7 p.m. | Ostrove Auditorium
We are going to ever greater extremes to satisfy the world' s
growing appetite for energy, metals, and other natural
resources. What are the risks? Costs? Journalist Edwin Dobb
will explore these questions via stories he has written for
National Geographic.The lecture will intersect such urgent
issues as energy policy, climate change, indigenous
sovereignty, the future of work , and urban industrialization.
H
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Environmental Studies Program
THE CORRECT BIAS

Attempting to find Colby s center
team; they portrayed it as a monolithic,
pernicious entity. But as time went by
and i met some of the people who are/
were associated with the team, 1 realized the futility of latching someone's
identity solely to their group. It's an
easy tiling to do because it plays to our
instinct to perceive the world in terms
of tribes, but it often leads to misconceptions and prejudice.
My consideration of this question
actually quelled some of my cynicism
of the community at large. I thought
about the people I know and how,
when you start talking to someone,
you realize that they're a lot weirder
than you would have imagined. This
is almost always the case; someone
who seems pretty standard on the
outside is probably anything but. The
flipside of this is also often true: people who seem outlandish and oflbeat
aren't as different as they often seem.
Ultimately, I couldn 't answer my
friend's question. An outsider looking in probabl y could. A first-year
might feel more comfortable answering it than a senior. I' m too close to
Colby. I' ve been here long enough
that its definition becomes elusive.
It 's kmd of like my perception of the
self; I can never easily point to one

trait which gets to the center of who
I am as a person.
Colby is comprised of interest
groups and individuals that work
with and against each other. The
spheres are diverse and interconnected: Athletics, SGA , Pugh , etc.
Colby is a concentrated hive; it 's
a small town where almost everyone is smart and almost everyone
has an agenda. There's no real center; there 's not an archetypal cool
kid and there 's not one group that
controls everything and determines
what matters.
It doesn 't always seem this way;
I didn 't really come to this conclusion until this year. By being more
engaged with the community and by
working with multiple interests and
groups, I' ve learned just how much
the school has to offer. I' ve written
about the school's flaws in several
of my previous editorials , but any
institution is going to be imperfect.
Ultimately, we're in a place which
has opportunities disproportionate
to its size. The community might
seem small , but there arc always
passions and people left to discover,
no matter how far along m your college career you are.

Musings on cheese from Colby 's foremost affineur: What 's on your rind?
Washed rinds are not for the
meek. They stink. Literall y. These
rinds came into existence when
monks would wash
their monasteries
to purif y everything, cheese included . Doing this
provided
fertile
ground for bacteria
such as B. Linens
and other ammo-

"Complementing
the milky
paste that 's
hidden inside "

N a t u r a l rind cheeses have
some more age on them. They
are usually harder due to the
cheese rind drying out as it ages.
The best part of natural rind
cheeses is the diverse profile
of the mold you find on them;
it can range from yellow to red,
adding their own p i z z a / / to the
rind party.
Mope you enjoyed this brief
overview of rinds. Next time you

Peter Harris presents zen poetry in Miller Library
By HANNAH SCHAFER
NEWS STAFF

I walked into the serenity of
Bivler Library and began my hunt
lor the campus celebritj professor Peter Harris Though I' ve never taken a poetry course at Colb y,
I knew the name well
After getting lost in the back offices for a good while, I found Professor Harris typing away in his
clear!} labeled office. After a feu
minutes of small talk, the conversation entered his world: poetry
In Ins 37th year a! the College .
Harris has made quite the impael
on M a y f l o w e r Hill \oi ontv did
he hel p lav Ihe foundation for
Colby 's most popular club. Colb y
i_ .ires About kids , hut he also
shines throug h his work as both
a poet and a /acamy Professor in
the Creative Writing Department
Though Harris constantly resides m "Poetry Head. " .1 slate
ot m i n d \'. herc everything has
the potential to he a poem . he
didn ' t a l w a y s anchor in t h i s cream e realm
Harris original lv earned his I>] il>
in American Literature, focusing
primanlv on the uork of Herman
Melville, and later went back to
grad school lor an M I A because
"poetrv was more appropriate for
expressing myself." And lhat cer-

tainly appears to be true.
Harris said he draws i n f o r m a tion from the small things in life.
He quotes William Blake in "the
world in a grain of sand ," as he
tells me how the "smallest events
of hie can reflect the largest
ones. " Which was a relieving anecdote for a girl with a creative
writing concentration, hut not a
whole lot of juicy life evpenence.
Much of Harris " influence comes
from /en Buddhism , althoug h he
elaborates and says . "1 don 't want
them to be /en poems. "

finds the transition from a humorous subject to a serious subject
satisfying within his art form.
On Nov . 5. Colbv celebrated
the publication of Harris 's new
collection of poems "Freeing the
Hook. " The title comes from Ins
poem "The Net. " a commentary on
his hometown. "Fvervone is trying
to free the hook" Harris claims re-

garding the "monotonous patterns
of life. " After many poems with
subjects ranging from his son 's
first baseball game , an ode to popcorn , and a coup le of poignant
eulog ies, Harris left the audience
with, "get out there and practice
ground balls and wait for the nature of >our genius to come out. "
An emphasis on small, vet re-

vealing events and the reflection
o f / e n Buddhism support Harris's
true inspiration, which is "a love
of hearing people 's stories. " Hi?
influences , coup led w i t h his love
of humor , can be summed up in
his culminating statement. "Poetry is the comfort of" this new
chair and the p leasure of talkinc
to you. "

"Get out
there and
practice
ground balls
and wait for
the nature of
your genius
to come
out. "
Not only does Harris value the
small ihings in life and his /en
Buddhism practice, bin he also
values a good laug h. As a firm believer m "humor at the center of
living a healthy life ."' Pet er Harris
appreciates humor in poetrv He

AUCE VIAMOSA. THE CCLPYECHO

Zacomy Professor Peter Harris writes poetry related to diverse subjects like baseball and BiuUlhisi ii

Literary Ramblings: College hosts global song contest
reading and seeing
By JULIANNA HAUBNER
CO-EDITOR IN-CHIEF

l o r the last decade, the w o r l d
has been lamenting the slow and
inevitable death of the p u b l i s h ing industry, thanks to the rise
ol e-readers . the m o n o p o l i z i n g
nature of p u b l i s h i n g houses like
R a n d o m House . Penguin and Simon and Schuster , and Ihe overall lack of interest that the public seems to have in s i t t i n g d o w n
and flipping throug h a n o v e l .
A f t e r a couple of i n t e r n s h i p s
and a r i d i c u l o u s amount of time
on industry websites , I' m more
i n c l i n e d to argue that instead
of d y i n g , books arc c h a n g i n g
F.nter Marisha Pessl' s S i g h t
Film and J J Abrams and Doug
l>orsi ' s joint project, S". These
books h a v e a lot in common.
they are stones about stories,
w e r e hig hly a n t i c i p a t e d in the
months leading up to iheir release and , most importantly,
mix v i s u a l s and tex t together .
w h i c h ultimately contributes to
the reading experience but also
raises some important questions
about reading and books today.
"s ight Film's sporadic use ol
scieeiis hois . newspaper articles
( t h e author worked w i t h designers to create exact replicas of
Vcti York limes . Vanity Fair und

TI ME layouts), emails and message hoards throug hout the n o v e l
lo show the c u l t i s h , underground
f o l l o w i n g of a reclusive filmmaker and his recently deceased
daughter. The novel even comes
with
an online
component.
S. is designed lo look like a
library book. And not just a library book a library book thai
has been annotated b y two d i f ferent people as they pass it
back and forth, inserting met i c u l o u s l y designed postcards ,
p hotocopies and handw rittcn
notes. This would never work on
a Kindle or have an o n l i n e component , and it not onl y forces
the reader to go slowly, it forces
the reader to consider the possibility of reading the book t w i c e .
It ' s too soon to see how these
books are selling in the longrun , but they were both considered lop books of the fall season and an i n c r e d i b l e amount of
money w a s put into p r o d u c i n g
and m a r k e t i n g them. There 's no
way to be sure if ibis is where
p u b l i s h i n g is going , but I t h i n k
it 's w o r t h it to ask: are books
c h a n g i n g to accommodate a
c h a n g i n g c u l t u r a l a l t i t u d e and
ability, or are we changing the
way we read to reconcile the
way we see? A picture mig ht be
w o r t h a thousand words, but it
can ' t replace a thousand pages.

By CHRIS HENDERSON
NEWS STAFF

On Nov. 1. the College 's foreign l a n g u a g e d e p a r t m e n t s put
a new spin on linguistic studies. The World Vision Song
Contest, a unique forum for
multicultural expression , was
held in Given and p r o v i d e d
siLidcnts w i t h an o p p o r t u n i t y to
share their musical and l i n g u i s tic skills.
Groups of s t u d e n t s representing each department performed
a song in t h e i r respective language. Two German professors , Arne Koch and Cyrus
Shahan. started the contest in
2008. According to Koch , "it
was something that we came
up w i t h to bring together the
foreign language d e p a r t m e n t s
in friendly c o m p e t i t i o n . "
Professor Shahan hosted the
competition and asked the audience trivia questions between
performances , rewarding correct
answers with prizes. He set the
highly competitive tone of the
contest saying. "It 's all about
winning. We don ' t do thai t h i n g
where everyone 's a winner. "
[his year 's competition started off with the Italian department , who sang a love song
called "One Girl for Two" while
performing a skit. Next was the
Gentian team, who performed

the song "Deng lisch ," which
hi ghlig hted the similarities between German and English. After the Germans were the Spanish team, who sang three songs
"La Bomba ," "Maria. " and "Livin " La Vida Loca ," while performing a dance routine. Next
was the Russian team , who performed the song "Let Pedestrians Stumble " dressed as cartoon
characters, followed by the Japanese team, who sang "Niiijyan
Bang Bang " wearing all black.
Then the Chinese team ,
dressed in suspenders and bow ties , took the stage , performing
a song called "Don 't Don 't ,'
and dancing along with a music
v ideo p lay ing in the back ground
Technical difficulties cut off the
video and the music halfway
through, but the Chinese team
continued their song and dance
a cappella When they finished,
the cheers and applause were
deafening. Coby Friedman '16.
a member of the Chinese team.

commented. "I thoug ht it was
really amazing how we really
came together as a group and
pushed throug h the adversity
that confronted us. " Finall y, the
French team was up, singing the
song "Papaoutai" and doing a
robot dance.
A group of professors judged
the songs based on their creativity,
musicality and entertainment value. Once all the teams
had finished. Shahan collected
the scores from the jud ges and
tallied them up. The sound of
peop le yelling the names of the
countries they supported filled
the auditorium. Shahan then announced the top three teams: China, Japan , and France , and then
the winner: China. The Chinese
team ran onto the stage to chants
of "China! China!" and accepted
the trophy. Professor Koch said
that the goal of the contest was
"to get students excited about
what they ' re learning. " He seems
to have succeeded.
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Nassif '14 shines as one of Colby's premiere painters
By TERRY O'CONNOR
ASST. A&E EDITOR
Her kindergarten teacher
once told her parents that she
needed to take supplementary
art classes because she had so
much trouble with the subject.
Now Kristin Nassif'14, a biology and art double major with
concentrations in art history
and studio art , is in the highest level of painting offered
at Colb y, and will be going on
to stud y Painting VIII in her
spring semester.
Besides being one of the
most experienced painting students at the College, Nassif
also co-chairs the Student Art
Committee, is on the board of
the Center for the Arts and Humanities , works at the Bixler
Library, is involved in Colby
Cares About Kids , and is, on
top of it all . Professor Veroni que Plesch' s research assistant. To her, though , she 's just
another Colb y kid with a lot on
her plate. When asked how she
balances it all , laughing, Nassif
responds , "Just go, go , go."
In many ways, that seems to
have been the theme of Nassif's past four years at Colby.
Hailing from Toronto , Ontario ,
she came to Colby after having

alread y spent years working
and taking extra classes during
the summers to hone her talent. By the time she arrived on
campus as a first-year, she had
no doubts that she would study
both biology and art. "I knew
exactl y what I wanted when I
came to Colby," she explained.
"I just wasn 't sure which one I
wanted to pursue after college.
I was thinking biology, because
it's the safer of the two."
As it turned out , biology has

become something to fill the
rest of her schedule. Nassif's
main focus is art. Planning on
going to graduate school for
contemporary art immediately
following graduation , Nassif
acknowledges the risk. She
says, "I always told myself I
wanted to do something that I
liked. I feel like if I was just
sitting in a lab it' s not something I' m really interested in ,
so I mi ght as well go for art and
see how far I can take it."

Despite an awkward , eclectic
11 -minute test video in the company recently posted as a reference for their partners , Netflix
has become a powerhouse in the
world of home entertainment.
The fact that the site not only
provides content from multiple
competing studios but has also
invested in generating entire
series that viewers can access
in one sitting should be enough
to make major networks like
CBS , NBC , and Fox shake in
their fi gurative telecommunications boots. With the launch
of Hulu Plus , it' s clear that
the latter two stations are feeling the heat—and rightfully so.
On Jan. 2 of this year , the company 's stock (NFLX) opened at
$95.21. The stock had been a
rollercoaster ride—primarily in
decline—since Oct. 2010 , and
the firm was hurting for membership, due in part to the relatively
lackluster streaming selection.
Then , executives found their
salvation in the form of a wealthy

used to produce , which she describes as "very formulaic and
rational. " She goes on to say,
"There was no real emotional
investment in my art , but now
there is. "
Much of that progression
Nassif owes to the painting
courses she's taken on the Hill.
Though she yawned her way
through the still-lifes and portraits of Painting I and II , Nassif says, "When we got to do
abstracts that was really good
for me." Continuing, she exp lains , "My paintings have
always been abstract , very
simple , but the strong color
foundation I got at Colb y has
really progressed my paintings
a lot and now they 're a lot bigger, a lot more interesting. "
As for anyone who suggests
that painting is an easy A , Nassif says , "Take an art class and
we 'll see what you 've got. "
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Nassif '14 began painting when she was young, and is now excelling in classes at the College.

Netflix: the little websitethat could
By DAVID DINICOLA
A&E EDITOR

Anyone who 's familiar with
the painting studio knows
that they won 't find any portraits or landscapes in Nassif' s
workspace. Of realist painting, she says, "It 's never appealed to me. 1 can draw; I just
have never found it interesting. When I doodle it 's always
been abstract. "
Currentl y working on finishing a series of four geometric paintings , Nassif's work
has matured from what she

family who lost everything in
2004 . After gaining a massive
cult following through Netflix ,
the fans of Imagine Entertainment's Arrested Development
finally convinced Ron Howard
exhume the Bluths. While the
market initially reacted with a
collective yawn, Netflix soon
saw a membership boom that
subsequently resulted in more
than doubling the stock-price
by the time Tobias finall y blue
himself in April of this year.
Arrested Development is not
the only original material to
come out of Netflix 's new efforts, however. With the introduction of Orange is the New
Black and documentaries recently entered into the Oscar
race , the stock closed on Tuesday at $341.50 per share . Netflix has officially surpassed
competitors like Comcast and
Twenty-First Century Fox (both
valued under $40) and is currently on-par with Amazon.
The addition of syndicated
content from Buena Vista and
Viacom has drastically diversified the site 's selection , and the
instantaneous season releases
appeals to a rapid societal trend

of buying-in-bulk and engaging in a need-it-now mentality.
This , in conjunction with the
fact that (due to corporate good
will and monthly membership
fees) Netflix offers advertisingfree programming that even YouTube can 't compete with , marks
a quiet revolution in the market
for home entertainment. And for
once , this change was prompted
by a collective of consumers
sitting in front of their boobtubes—or more accurately, their
computer screens. The portability, diversity and rapid content provision far outperforms
the services offered by even
the most loaded cable boxes.
That being said , there are
still three important markets
left to conquer if Netflix or
its primary competitors truly
wish to make network television a thing of the past: news ,
sports and spectacles. In the
same way that current consumer trends reflect the prospective longevity of the journalism and publishing industries ,
network television can thrive ,
so long as it is willing to embrace these markets and evolve
with the media around them.
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THIS WEEK
AT THE MOVIES:
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
Captain Philips (PG 13)
12:55 p.m.. 3:45 p.m.. 6:45 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Gravity (PG-13)
I p.m. (3D). 3:50 p.m. (3D). 7:00 p.m. (3D). 9:10 p.m. (3D)
Bad Grandpa (R)
1:20 p.m., 4:15 p.m.. 7:20 p.m., 9:35 p.m.
Las Vegas (PG-13)
1:05 p.m., 4:05 p.m.. 7:10 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
Ender's Game (PG-13)
12:30 p.m., 3:55 p.m.. 6:55 p.m , 9:20 p.m.
Free Birds (PG)
1220 p.m., 230 p.m.. 4:40 p.m.. 7:05 p.m., 9:15 p.m.
Thor: The Dark World (PG-13)
1240 p.m.. 3:40 p.m.. 6:50 p.m.. 9:25 p.m.
Thor: The Dark World 3D(PG-13)
1:10 p.m . 4:10 p.m.. 7:15 p.m., 9:45 p.m

RAILROAD SQUARE
Oct. 11 -Oct. 17
Enough Said (PG-13)
2:50 p.m.. 7 10pm
Twelve Years a Slave (R)
1:50 p.m.. 425 p.m. (Evening Prices). 7 p.m., 9:35 p.m. (Fn & Sat.)
All is Lost (PG-13)
2:30 p.m.. 4:40 p.m.. 650 p.m., 905 p.m. (Fit & Sat), 1220 p.m, (Sal & Sun )
Muscle Shoals (PG)
450 p m . 9 05 pm (Fri.&Sat ), 12:35 pm (Sat & Sun )
Enzo Avitabile Music Life (Unrated)
12 p m (Sal & Sun.)

THURSDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

"Stop TellingWomen to Smile*
with Tatyana Fazlalizadeh
4:30 p.m / Pugh Center

International FoodFestival
12.-00pjn / FossDiningHall

LearningDifferences Fair
6:30 pjn / Pugh Center

ColbyUnited Project
1:00 pjn / Pugh Center

Butler Information Center
5:00 p.m / Lovejoy 202

Orangeis the New BlackScreening
8:45 p.m / Diamond 142

"Bully" Film Viewing
7*0 pjn / Diamond 142

Diwali
6:00 pjn / Pugh Center

MONDAY

Wellness Seminar
Behind HappyFaces: Talkingabout Mental
Illness with Ross Szabo
7:00 p.m / Page Commons

CBB Lecture
6:00 p.m / Mudd 405

Waste Audit
1:00 pjn/ Dana Lawn

WEDNESDAY

Anthropology: Aimee Cox
4:00 p.m / Diamond 122

Wilderness Ventures
4:00 pjn / Lovejoy 215

Debate
4:00 p.m / Miller Library 014

Apogee Adventures Info Session
7:00 pj n / Lovejoy 213

Laverne Cox
"Ain't I a Woman:
My Journey to Womanhood*
7:00 p.m / Page Commons

Bigelow Information Session
7:00 p.m / Miller Library 014

Michael Marlaid Talk
7:00 p.m / Art Museum

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
Johnson Day
8JO a.m / Pulver Pavilion
BMR
7:00 pjn / Page Commons
Music at Colby: Jazz Band
7:30 p.m / Bixler 178

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST:
WATERVILLE, MAINE

Edwin Dobb
7*0 p.m / Diamond 142
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SPORT:
Cross Country
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N/A
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Chelimo 's lOth-place
time at NESCAC's

Nyahururu, Kenya
WHY: The Mules have been blessed with an outstanding crop of first-year runners. Among them is
emerging star Chelimo, who was recently named
NESCAC's Rookie of the Year in men's cross country. Along with teammate Silas Eastman '17, Chelimo earned a spot on the NESCAC Second AllConference Team. Chelimo was Colby's fastest
runner this past weekend at the NESCAC championships, helping his team to a fifth place finish.
TEAM LETTER

A thank you to
football fans

NLSCAX' as one of " the toughest p laces to play, and that 's just
the w a y we like it.
It was just two short years
CO CAPTAINS. COLBY FOOTBALL
ago that our program was faced
w i t h tremendous adversity and
On behalf of the Colb y Col- the kind of crowd that showed
lege football team , we would ury lo watch us beat W i l l i a m s
like to thank the Colby commu- for the first time since 2005
nity for the unprecedented sup- would have bcen.imimaginable.
port our program has enjoyed Our team has worked tirelessly
this year at our home games in since then lo create a culture
The Stable
As We looked up thai holds p a r a m o u n t the v a l u e s
into the crowd d u r i n g thc ' f i -; of accountability, trust , and sonal seconds ol " our victory over cial resp onsibility and to bring
Bates , our stands awash in a Colby Football out ox the ranks
sea of C o l b y blue, there w i s
of m e d i o c r i t y and into (he upno doubt in our minds as to our per echelon of the NESCAC.
fans overwhelmingly positive
We have a real appreciation for
impact on the outcome of that
the positive impact our team
game. The Stable is q u i c k l y can h a v e in the c o m m u n i t y and
becoming known around the we take our responsibility to heDAN MADDOX &
PAUL GALLAGHER

good cili/ens as well as good
players very seriously. While
we realize we have room for
i m p r o v e m e n t , we look forward
to working towards our goal
of building a NLSCAC power
on the field and a belter Colby
c o m m u n i t y off of it.
This Saturday, we ' re looking
to end our season with a fourth
strai ght victory and Colby 's
first Colby-Bafes-Bowdom title
since 2005. On behalf of the
Colby football family, we w o u l d
like to invite you to join us in
B r u n s w i c k as we look to return
thb CBB Trophy to its rightful
Inlin e and Ring the Bell lor the
final tune.
Blue Team Pride.
'"'
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EDITORS Sf OTE The school
will be providing buses to
'Bowdoin on Saturday for f a n s

PHOTO COURIfSV OF PUGH COMM BOARD

Senior captain Dan Moddox iA) has Worked I I N / I the (earn and coaches to
improve Calhv football both on a n d v f f the field The results ureshoH hlR

Football on three game winning streak

Mules earn f ourth
win of the year as
year winds down
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby football team won
its third game in a row and fourth
of the season to rise above .500
for the first time since Week 1.
The Mules played host to the
Jumbos from Tufts University
this past Saturday and gave their
fans quite a show, piling up 531
total yards as they steamrolled
the visitors for a huge 37-0 win.
Colby 's second possession
of the game set the tone for the
afternoon , as quarterbac k Justin
Ciero '16 scampered 49 yards to
start the drive , then ended it with
a 6-yard strike to sophomore
ti ght end Glenn Parsons , who
caug ht his first career collegiate
touchdown to put the Mules up
7-0. First-year Tailback Carl Lipani , who has emerged this year,
outdid Ciero later in the first
with a 56 yard run down to the
Jumbos 1-yard line , setting up
short-yardage score for fullback
Max Eberhart '16 for a 14-0 lead.
The second quarter was much
the same. Lipani scored on a
6-yard run to make up for missed
opportunities in the first , and
after a missed extra point , the
Mules ' lead had been extended
to 20-0. Standout wide receiver
Luke Duncklee * 15 scored on a
2-yard quick slant with 2:29 left
before the half and a huge INT
by Kyle Andrews '16 set up a
70-yard bomb from Ciero to
Duncklee with about a minute

left in the first half to give the
Mules a 34-0 lead going into the
locker room.
The only scoring of the second half was a 35-yard field goal
from junior Louw Scheepers ,
who made amends for his earlier
missed extra point. Ciero finished with 218 passing yards and
three touchdowns , in addition to
138 rushing yards on 11 carries.
Duncklee , who already holds the
school record for passes caught
in a single game with 13 last
week , added 12 receptions for

Over the course
of the last three
weeks, the Mules
have outscored
their opponents
95-18 and this
week recorded
their first shutout.

162 yards and two of Ciero 's
three TDs. Lipani ran for 104
yards on 11 carries and scored
his 5th TD of the winning streak.
Over the course of the last
three weeks, the Mules have
outscored their opponents 95-18
and this week recorded their first
shut-out of the season. With the
win , the Mules are 4-3 and can
clinch their first winning record
since the 7-1 campaign of 20052006 with a win against Bowdoin
College in Brunswick this week.
When the two matched up last

season , Colby came out on top
17-0. Bates did the Mules a favoi
this week , beating the Polar Bears
17-10 to guarantee at least a share
of the title for the Mules this year.
However, the Mules would consider the split a failure after how
well they have played this season,
only losing to the three powerhouses of Middlebury, Amherst ,
and Wesleyan. A winning season
would be a big success for the
program , and a sign that the turnaround at the end of last season
was not just a flash in the pan.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIANNA HAUBNER

Quaterback Justin Ciero '16 p layed another strong game for the surging Mules, including a 49-yard run in die f irst half, finishing the drive with a TD pass

XC's Beers named Coach of the Year
By PETE CRONKITE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

To say that it has been a landmark year for the men 's cross
country team would be to understate the impressive strides that
the Mules have been taking these
last few years under eig hth-year
coach Jared Beers '01. "Landmark" implies an element of stasis, and the team is by no means
finished growing.
"It was onl y four years ago the
cross country team was at rock bottom ," noted Charlie Coffman '15 .
one of the team ' s upperclassman

leaders. "We were last place in the
[league], but he's done a great job
building the team character into a
team that is willing to work together to achieve its goals."
For his efforts . Beers has been
named the New England Small
College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) men 's cross country coach
of the year. The team has been
making quick but steady steps of
improvement during his tenure,
and especially in the last two years.
Under the tutelage of Beers and
with an exceptionally strong class
of first-years to complement a still
improving crop of upperclassmen ,
the Mules have set and exceeded
their goals for the 2013 season.

"The goal at the beginning
of the season was to make sixth
place in the NESCAC ," Coffman
said , "We got fifth." The team
was indeed only a hair 's breadth
from fourth , just three points
back from rival Bowdoin in the
championships , a "big deal" according to Coffman.
Following their successful run
at the NESCAC Championshi p,
Beers will lead the Mules in the
upcoming weeks through three
more weekends of championship
season. Coffman says the team is
confident about the remainder of
the season , not not only on account of their strong top runners
but for their depth as well. While

the top seven
runners represented Colby at
NESCACs, the
second
seven
will be running
next week at the
Eastern College
Athletic Conference
(EC AC)
Championships
down in Rhode
Island. "[They]
will do well at
he
ECACs,"
"we're
said ,
looking forward
to really big
things. "

PHOIO COURTESY OF COL0V ATHLETICS

Jared Beers '01 has the team in the midst of a tremendously successful 2013 season , their best In years
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